IMPROVE YOUR

HANDWRITING
WITHIN

7DAYS

RESEARCH BACKED,
MARKET TESTED PROGRAMS,
WITH MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

"A bad Handwriting is as
annoying to a reader, as an
irritating voice to a listener.
Unless children learn to write
legibly and at speed, their
education achievements may be
reduced and their self esteem
affected.”
-Rhona Stainhorp
(Prof. University of London)
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Legible Handwriting ‘The Key to
Success in Academics’
Lacs of students every year make their
Handwriting legible at
HANDWRITING IMPROVEMENT
Scientific & proven methods deployed by
handwriting experts to train, untrained
handwritings with unique teaching
technologies for assured success .
Program is available in
CURSIVE | PRINT | ITALIC | HINDI |
JUNIOR
SPEED WRITING Innovative training
methods are used to ensure increase writing
speed without affecting legibility and quality
of one’s handwriting.
Program is available in
CURSIVE | PRINT | HINDI
CALLIGRAPHY Exclusive training helps to
explore the artistic instincts in people having
zeal towards creativity. One can discover
exquisite fonts after completion of basic &
advance level training.
Program is available in
ENGLISH - BASIC | ADVANCED

Achieve Higher Academic Success
Transform Handwriting - in Just 7 Days
Sarthak Agarwal, Age: 13

Ruchi Jain, Age: 18

DID YOU KNOW ?
Every third school going child has a problem in Handwriting.
Those who write slow, have inadequate mind and motor
coordination.
Handwriting is also called Brain writing.
Slow and illegible writers generally make more mistakes in
spellings than those who write fast.
According to Wall Street Journal, ‘Retaining and remembering
information is better in writing by hand’.
Handwriting is like fingerprints. No two people can write similar.
Handwriting is the mirror of the writer's mind-set.
January 23 rd is celebrated as the National Handwriting Day
every year.
A Product of

Student's Speak
An advertisement of Write Right said "Improve your
Handwriting in just 7 days with 100% guarantee". I took the
challenge, and they proved to be right. I owe my beautiful
Handwriting to Write Right.
Ruchi Jain, Age : 18
I was not very happy about my Handwriting and it was
somewhere affecting my career. But now this is no more an
issue, after my training with Write Right for 7 days.
Vinay Chowdhary, Age : 24
After joining Write Right, my marks in all the subjects have
increased and my teacher is now very fond of me.
Sarthak Agarwal, Age : 13

ABOUT
Write Right, the world’s largest chain of handwriting institutes, has been into
research, development and training of handwriting for the last 20 years. Write
Right has trained over 10 lac students across the globe since its existence. We
have been promoting good handwriting skills at schools through ‘Handwriting
Olympiad’.
AUTHORISED TRAINING CENTER

www.writrerightindia.com
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